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Introduction

material options include copper, lead coated copper, zinc,
and stainless steel. Contact Merchant & Evans for
specifications pertaining to these material options. At
this writing, 12” and 16” panel widths are available.

The ZIP-RIB® System
Factory or field roll-formed, ZIP-RIB panels are
secured to roof purlins or decking by concealed anchor
clips. This can eliminate penetration of the panel by
fasteners to the structure. Holes which tend to elongate
with thermal movement and cause leaks are thus reduced
to a minimum.

Factory formed panels are routinely fabricated in custom
lengths for specific projects up to 90 ft. depending upon
shipping regulations which can vary from state to state.
For longer lengths and for large projects, ZIP-RIB
panels can be produced on-site with special mobile
forming equipment. Panels in excess of 450 feet have
been fabricated in continuous lengths to provide an
unbroken weather-seal.

The 2 1/2” standing seams between panels are rolled
closed over the anchor clips in the field by an electrically
driven self-propelled “Zipper Tool.”

Warranties

Anchor clips are designed to allow thermal movement,
permitting use of longer panel lengths than that of
conventional systems. Where handling conditions permit,
panels can be full length, ridge-to-eave which provide
clean unbroken lines and eliminate potential leaks at endlap conditions.
ZIP-RIB panels, clips, and closure assemblies can be
designed to provide a weathertight, low-slope system for
roofing and siding in both new construction and re-roofing.

Limited express warranties covering structural, finish and
weathertightness performance are available to meet
specific project requirements. Sample copies are available
from ZIP-RIB sales representatives. Items not made
or sold by the manufacturers of ZIP-RIB, such as
sealants, fiberglass panels and fasteners, etc. carry no
warranty from Merchant and Evans, Inc. either expressed
or implied. Refer to the representations made by each of
these manufacturers in their product data sheets.

Special treatments may be required for snow areas. See
Snow Area Precautions section on page 33.

ZIP-RIB Concealed Clips

Companion items such as gutters, drip angles, fascias,
ridge caps, door, window, or gable trim and other
flashings are not standard but are fabricated to suit job
design conditions. Suggested details for these items are
included in the Detail Plates section of this guide.

Clip selection, spacing, and method of attachment are
determined by anticipated thermal movement, uplift
loads and the building structure. Typical ZIP-RIB
anchor clips are designed to permit longitudinal thermal
movement while securing panels to the structure. See
Thermal Movement in Design Criteria section on page 5.

#2002 Gable Clip- Secures panel edges at each side
of roof, and provides means to secure rake trim, sidewall
flashings, expansion joint covers, etc. that are screwed to
the lip of the clip, thus allowing free movement of the
roof panel. See page 20 for details.

ZIP-RIB Panels
Panels can be manufactured from 3004 aluminum alloy in
0.032”, 0.040” and 0.050” thicknesses or coated carbon
steel (Aluminum-Zinc alloy or G-90 galvanized) in 24
GA, 22 GA, 20 GA and 18 GA thicknesses. Aluminum
and Steel panels are available with oven-cured
fluorocarbon finishes (Kynar 500 or Hylar 5000) or other
prefinished coatings as specified by the designer. Other
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#2080 Sliding Hook Clips- Rolled into the seam

Pan End Tool- Used to form a pan at the ridge, head

but provide for thermal movement through a sliding
connection with the base.

wall, etc., to back up the ridge closure accessory. It
requires at least 30” clearance perpendicular to the panel,
and 3” beyond the end of the panel. See pages 17 and 18
for illustrations of pan ended panels.

ZIP-RIB Tools and
Design Requirements

Ridge Closure System
Low Pitch Closure Assembly- This accessory

Zipper Tool- Used for closing the seam in the field.

consists of a profile cut flexible foam filler to resist air
and water penetration and is protected and supported by
a formed metal channel that attaches to the top of each
rib. The ridge cap covers the closure screws so there is
no exposed penetration into the panel itself. For
additional protection, a pan end formed by the ZIPRIB Pan End Tool has the effect of raising the upper
end of the panel pan approximately 1-1/2”. In severe
climates, the designer often recommends two ridge
closure assemblies. Embedding the insert in wet sealant
and applying a seal tape across the top of the channel
may further seal the closure assembly. See pages 17 and
18 for additional details.

For efficient operation there should be at least 10 inches
clearance beyond both ends of the panel. This allows the
machine to run on and off without need for finishing the
closure by hand crimping.

Foam Closures

Hand Crimping ToolUsed to close the standing seam
as a temporary measure or
wherever there is inadequate
clearance for the mechanical
Zipper Tool. In addition, hand
crimping should be performed
on the first 3 inches of panel
where machine seaming follows.

Metal Closures
4

Thermal Movement

Hip Closure System
The parts shown are field cut to diagonal requirements
from 10’ lengths of channel and support strip, and 25’ rolls
of closure foam. They serve the same purpose as the
ridge closure. Pan ending of diagonal cuts at hips must be
done with sheet metal hand tongs since no standard tool is
available. It is desirable to follow procedures outlined for
ridge closures in extreme climates. Refer to the Design
Details for more specific performance notes. The hip cap
is screwed to this closure assembly between ribs, and
covers the closure-to-rib screws so there is no exposed
penetration of the roof. See page 25 for additional details.

Expansion and contraction are important factors in the
design of all metal roofing and siding. Thermal
movement dictates design details - including clip selection
and placement. With ZIP-RIB panels, it is particularly
significant because panel lengths often exceed those
encountered with other products. All materials expand
and contract with variations in temperature. For a 100degree F change, an eight-foot length will expand or
contract as follows:
1/16” for steel or concrete,
3/32” for copper or stainless steel,
1/8” for aluminum,
3/16” for glass fiber reinforced polyester.
Since different parts of a building will lead or lag
during temperature change, there is movement between
layers of the roof deck assembly even when made of
the same material.
For specific projects, the designer should assume a
maximum daytime roof temperature from 180 degrees F
for dark painted panels to at least 140 degrees F for bare
aluminum. Roof low temperatures can be well below the
ambient air because of nighttime radiation to the sky.
This difference has been measured as much as 30
degrees F in thin dry air at high elevations and 20
degrees F at sea level.

Knee Joint (#7090) Trim
Available to match ZIP-RIB finishes, this formed
molding is used for various transition treatments such as
gambrels, fascia-to-soffit, etc. as well as for adding
structural strength to the side-seam where required to meet
extreme wind uplift conditions. See page 16 for details.

For non-insulated steel structures in temperate climates, a
design minimum of 100 degrees F is recommended to
compensate for the differential movement between the skin
and the structure. For wood structures, insulated buildings
that are temperature sensitive, or in extreme climate area, a
greater range of temperature difference should be
considered. Dark roofs in mountain areas may be subject
to a temperature range of 240 degrees F or more.

Leg Clamp (#2050)
For securing hand railings, guy wires, catwalks,
machinery platforms, snow guards, etc. to completed
systems without penetrating the ZIP-RIB roofing.
Attachments to the heavy gauge, stainless steel #2050
Leg Clamp may be wood or metal, but must not interfere
with roof panel thermal movement.

Crosswise to ZIP-RIB panels, thermal movement is
absorbed in each vertical rib joint. Expansion joints in the
structure itself require special treatment.
Lengthwise panel movement must be accommodated by
proper selection and placement of the anchor clips and
by proper design of any intersecting flashings, gutters
or penetrations.
Provision must be made to fix panels at anchor clips at one
location to prevent longitudinal shifting of the entire panel
system. The fixed attachment must resist the dead and live
loads on steep roofs or walls plus any anticipated weight of
snow and ice. Therefore, it may be necessary to fix the
panels at two or more adjacent anchors. As a general rule,
panels are fixed at their mid point to minimize movement
relative to the structure - and along a straight line
perpendicular to panel length to prevent movement of
panels relative to each other.
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Nominal Linear Expansion
Chart

Weathertight details at heavy ventilators or large openings
may require fixing panels at some point away from the
middle. If so, all panels should be fixed along the same
line so that adjacent ZIP-RIB panels will not be
required to move relative to each other.

This chart shows the importance of the ZIP-RIB
System's ability to allow thermal expansion. It also
emphasizes the need to provide ample clearances for
gutters, ridges, end walls and other details. Long panel
lengths in extreme climates could require over 3”
clearance at free ends. For design, the maximum
temperature should be at least 140 degrees F for bare
aluminum and up to 180 degrees F for dark painted
materials; regardless of ambient maximum. Minimum
should be well below ambient air to allow for radiation to
the night sky. A minimum of 100 degrees F is suggested.

For suggested treatment for the above conditions or
thermal movement problems relative to hips, valleys,
diagonals, surfaces with irregular perimeters and various
other conditions that may require use of slip joints, see the
various Detail Plates which follow.
Clearances between panel ends and accessories or other
members such as gutters, ridge caps, end walls and the
design of such accessories or related flashings must be
adequate to accommodate all expected movement.
Flashing-joint design may be more critical with aluminum
than steel because of aluminum's higher coefficient of
expansion. In either case sheet metal flashing lengths
should be restricted to 12 feet or less to avoid elongated
fastener holes, oilcans or kinks.
To allow movement in flashing lap joints, screws or rivets
should not be used to hold flashing lengths to each other.
Several types of joints that allow movement are shown in
the Design Details section.
Wide fascias, flashings, etc. should be designed with
breaks or ribs and embossed patterns, if possible, to hide
the inevitable irregularities of large wide flats.
Spliced lap joints in ZIP-RIB are required when it is
necessary to extend panel lengths beyond shipping limits
when field forming of panels cannot be accomplished. For
weather tightness, these are designed to be sealed joints
with structural connections that prevent relative movement
of the ZIP-RIB lengths that could stress the sealant and
cause a leak.

Take Full Advantage of
Corrosion Resistance
Designer and roof applicator share continuing
responsibility from specification through installation to
ensure the full performance of any substrate material.
Whether panels are aluminum, coated steel, stainless
steel, zinc, or copper, certain precautions are mandatory
to preserve appearance and long-term functional integrity.

Permanent structures such as ventilators, air conditioning
units or solar panels supported on ZIP-RIB roof
panels may tend to inhibit the thermal movement or cause
accelerated panel wear unless considered in design. If it
is not possible to eliminate movement at the point of
support or distribute loads over a wide area, it will be
necessary to penetrate the roof and flash properly. You
should contact your ZIP-RIB representative for
assistance in such cases.

Water stain on unpainted material is the result of shallow
surface corrosion from moisture trapped between sheets or
allowed to stand without air circulation. This phenomenon
can occur extremely fast, thus, it is in the architect's
interest to specify proper storage and handling of panels
before installation.

Good references for general flashing details are:
Aluminum Association “Specifications for Aluminum
Sheet Metal Work in Building Construction”, SMACNA
“Architectural Sheet Metal Manual” and “The NRCA
Construction Details.”

Corrosion results from contact in exposed locations or
from exposure to run off from non-compatible materials.
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Aluminum, aluminum coated or aluminum-zinc alloy
coated panels should not be used with bare steel, copper,
tin or lead. Galvanized steel durability is such that it
should not be used with these materials unless kept dry.
Wet concrete, mortar and plaster will stain virtually all
materials or finishes, and this work should be completed
before roof panel installation. Direct contact with
exposed absorptive surfaces such as masonry, plaster and
wood should be eliminated by use of coatings or nonabsorptive spacers. Spray-on insulation may be highly
corrosive to aluminum or steel, and their use will void
the ZIP-RIB product warranties.

trapezoidal shaped profiles. The 3/8” high pencil ribs in
ZIP-RIB pans are more effective than flat mesas in
control of oil cans. However, walking in flats of
standing seam panels can cause distortion at supports
especially in lighter gauges. Where flat appearance is a
concern and walking loads are expected, specifications
should avoid 16” wide panels in the lighter gauges; 12”
panels are more tolerant. Both 0.040” aluminum and 22
gauge steel panels are very resistant to such abuse.

Deflections
In building design, arbitrary deflection limits are often
used as design criteria. The nature of ZIP-RIB
panels is such that deflections do not cause problems
with elongated holes or opening of seams. Deflection
should be checked if there is concern for drainage or for
clearance of secondary structural members.

Even in dry locations, wood treated with water-soluble
salts can absorb moisture and be highly corrosive to
panels and fasteners. Either use a non-water soluble fire
treatment or specify stainless steel fasteners and avoid
contact with other metals.

Most codes and industry publications do not prescribe
limits for deflection of roof coverings; the limits that are
established are primarily concerned with structural
members, especially those that also support interior
plastered surfaces. Aluminum Association specifications
suggest a limit of L/60 of the span length. The BOCA
code limits roof deflection to L/180.

Slope
For adequate drainage from metal roofing, a minimum
slope of 1/2” per foot is recommended. The weathertight
performance of the ZIP-RIB seam is not compromised
at lower slopes and ZIP-RIB has been successfully
used on applications as low as 1/4” per foot of slope.
However, the owner and/or designer should be aware that
such conditions make roof penetrations difficult to seal
and may void some material warranties. Also, structural
irregularities, building settlement and even minor
distortions from foot traffic can allow water ponding,
which in turn can lead to local discoloration or accelerated
weathering of the roof surface. On a slope of 1/4” per
foot, it must be recognized that a sealant bead only 1/8”
high will trap a 6” long pond of water. On low pitch reroof projects, it is common practice to install sleepers to
produce either more slope or a crown to improve
drainage. Contact your ZIP-RIB representative for
technical support in computing purlin heights to produce a
smooth curve from a gabled roof.

Actual section properties vary with distortion from
uniform pressure; standing seam panels become more
rigid under positive pressure and more flexible under
negative loading. ZIP-RIB allowable load capacities
are based upon test results in accordance with ASTM
E1592 and are a better measure of ultimate load capacity
than those generated from calculations which may tend
to overstate panel capacities and yield non-conservative
values. Contact Merchant & Evans’ Engineering
Department for specific loading capacities of the ZIPRIB System.

ZIP-RIB Technical
Data

Panel Gauge Selection
In designing for economy, the most efficient use of
ZIP-RIB will result from selection of the lightest
gauge that meets the durability and strength requirements
of the application. Purlins are then selected to
accommodate the maximum span for the project loads.
However, in light steel structures with cold-rolled
purlins, production economies of small purlins usually
outweigh the merits of wider purlin spacings.

Structural - Uniform Load
Capacity
Strength of the ZIP-RIB System is determined by
independently certified load tests of panels fabricated on
production equipment. The method is in accordance with
ASTM E-1592 which simulates behavior of long panels
under actual field conditions of air pressure. It avoids
restraint by the load application method, by sealant tape
across joints or by attachment to the sides or ends of the
test fixture itself. This differs from ordinary test methods
in that the setup is at least five panels wide and 17 to 21
feet or more in length. Research shows that for standing

Walking Loads
Elasticity of the installed ZIP-RIB profile is such that
it spreads concentrated walking loads over several ribs
and has more buckling resistance than ordinary
7

Fire Ratings

seam constructions, tests run on either fewer panels or
shorter lengths can produce unrealistically high results.
The use of production roll formed shapes rather than
prototype press-brake material provides assurance that the
tested profile conforms to the product in use. The test
method is superior to computed uplift capacities based on
simple pullout tests of anchors because it accurately
produces the stress concentrations at anchors and changes
in profile that occur under uniform pressure. Load-span
tables are interpolated from this data by applying factors
of safety as specified in “Light Gauge Cold Formed Steel
Design Manual” by the American Iron And Steel Institute
and “Specifications for Aluminum Structures” by the
Aluminum Association. In General, these publications
call for factors of safety of 2.0 on panel buckling and 2.2
or 2.5 on fasteners. For wind loads, design values include
the allowable one-third increased stress.

Aluminum alloy 3004 passes ASTM E136 “Standard
Test Method for Behavior of Materials in a Vertical
Tube Furnace at 750 degrees Celsius, formerly the
“Standard Test Method for Determining Incombustibility
of Elementary materials.” Aluminum and steel ZIPRIB are rated by Underwriters as Class A Roof
Covering (TGFU) R9257 for use over purlins or
noncombustible decks.
Most building codes recognize that aluminum and steel
in the thickness used for ZIP-RIB qualify as fire
retardant roof coverings. As such, they qualify for use in
combination with hourly rated construction to meet
specific protection requirements. Dozens of UL rated
construction assemblies (category CETW) are available.
Contact Merchant & Evans’ Engineering Department for
the latest list of Underwriters Laboratories P-XXX
Construction Numbers available for ZIP-RIB.

Current codes specify higher pressures at roof
perimeters. For solid decks, anchor spacing is easily
adjusted in these areas. For structures with purlins,
additional framing may be required in perimeter areas.

ASTM E1646 & E1680 Static
Pressure Tests
(Air and Water Infiltration)

For such projects, the nominal purlin spacings can be
determined for the rake and central zone pressures from
the table for allowable spans. Spacings for eave, ridge
and corner zones must be computed on the basis of the
width of the high pressure zone and the capacity of the
clips close to end conditions, which often is higher than
the table values for uniform pressure. Consult ZIPRIB engineering to determine if intermediate purlins
are required in these areas or if other means are
required to increase the strength of the standard ZIPRIB assembly.

These tests have been conducted on ZIP-RIB panels
with sealant in the seam. Dynamic water penetration
tests run in accordance with AAMA prove the
weathertight performance of ZIP-RIB without sealant
and are available upon request. The results of the ASTM
E1646 and E1680 tests with sealant resulted in no water
leakage with 5 gallons per hour per square foot rainfall
for 15 minutes at 30 psf. The air leakage measured at
1.57 psf was zero while at 6.24 psf leakage was 0.01 cfm
per square foot.

ZIP-RIB should have a cross stiffening member
attached 4” to 6” on centers at the ends of panels to
assure structural adequacy of the end anchor as well as to
align panel ends and prevent blow-back of water. See
the Detail Plates section for illustrations.

Anchor Clip Selection
Illustrations and typical applications for each standard
ZIP-RIB Clip are given throughout this manual. It
may be helpful to consult with your local Authorized
ZIP-RIB contractor, ZIP-RIB representatives or
ZIP-RIB engineer during the design stages to include
proper clip and panel gauge/width combinations to meet
specific project conditions.

The designer (architect or engineer) need only determine
the design uplift pressure (in pounds per square foot) for
the specific conditions of the project to enable selection
of panel and anchor spacing for the ZIP-RIB system.
He must then review the submittal to verify that fasteners
for the clips to the structure and the structure itself are
adequate to resist these loads.

Whichever clip is used, the designer should provide for
necessary spacing and clearances.
As seen in the illustrations of the various clips, clips
provide 3/8” clearance from deck or purlin to the
underside of the ZIP-RIB panel.

Diaphragm Strength
The floating action of ZIP-RIB clips prevents panels
from acting as an effective diaphragm. As with all
similar systems, wind loads on walls need to be carried
by diagonal bracing, by wind trusses or by a separate
diaphragm such as a steel or plywood deck.

Selection of the proper clip is a function of the type of
structure, loading, thermal movement considerations, and
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Fastener Load Calculations

sometimes appearance. The designer should be aware
that the clip position might be detected on the installed
roof, especially in lighter gauges.

The designer needs to verify that the fastener into
material used for the support member can resist the
design load with an adequate factor of safety. Anchor
forces need to be adjusted for prying action by the clips
and fastener strengths must be appropriate for the
support material to be used.

The #2080 clip is the most frequently utilized clip for the
ZIP-RIB System because its capacity is the least
sensitive to uplift pressure. The standard base allows for
a total movement of 2-7/8”. Custom clips can be
fabricated for the ZIP-RIB system which allow for
additional thermal movement if the design requirements
dictate the need. At the extreme position, the off center
force limits the allowable clip capacity to 300 lbs.
Higher loads can be achieved by utilizing super-duty
modified #2080 clips which have been used for
emergency operation centers in hurricane prone areas
subjected to 200 mph design wind speeds. It is crucial to
contact Merchant & Evans’ Engineering Department
when these types of applications arise.

Considerations are:
1. When tributary loads on the #2080 clip are in excess
of 300 pounds, contact Merchant & Evans’
Engineering Department for super-duty clip analysis.
2. When snow or thermal loads parallel to the roof
surface exceed known allowable resistances, contact
Merchant & Evans’ Engineering Department for
further test data and/or calculations.
3. Screw manufacturer’s pullout test data must be
adjusted to the strength of the material used for the
project (e.g. lower yield strength material used on
project versus material used to generate test data).

Clip Placement
Full holding power of any clip will not be realized at the
extreme end of a panel. Therefore, the panel should
extend 4” to 6” beyond any clip.

To calculate the maximum load per fastener:
a) Determine negative design wind pressure in pounds
per square foot and multiply by panel width to get
pounds per lineal foot.
b) If pressure varies along the length of the panel,
determine maximum anchor load by beam analysis or,
for uniform loads; multiply load per foot by span length
and span factor as follows:
Two spans
1.25 x L
Three spans (or more than 4)
1.10 x L
Four spans
1.14 x L
Mid-roof (more than 2 spans)
1.00 x L

Clips normally attach every panel to each purlin. If
supports are spaced at less than half the allowable ZIPRIB span, alternate clips may be omitted in a staggered
pattern that loads all the purlins. Consideration may
need to be given to avoid the possibility of rattles at
unsupported locations. On continuous decks, clip
spacings are determined by either panel uplift capacity or
limitations of the deck connection.

Clip Fixed Points

c) Multiply by leverage factor for clip eccentricity.
Clip #2080 with 1 screw
2.0 x d)
Clip #2080 with 2 screws
1.3

Clips should be “fixed” to the ZIP-RIB panel at one
or more rows of clips along a line perpendicular to the
panels so that the panels will expand and contract as a
unit. Preferably, these fixed points should be located at
or near the panel center to minimize movement. Where
lengths are long, several adjacent rows of fixed points
may be required.

d) Adjust #2080 with 1 screw for narrow purlins.
Width 4-1/2” or more
1.0
Width 3”
1.1
Width 2-1/2”
1.2
Width 2”
1.3
Note: When 2 screws are used, make sure purlin width
is adequate.
Examples:
1. Sixteen inch wide panels on 3” wide purlins at 5'
centers with design load of 30 psf. Using #2080 clip
with one screw.
Clip load = 1.33 x 30 x 5 = 200# (At mid roof)
Fastener tension = 200 x 2.0 x 1.1 = 440#
2. Twelve inch wide panels on 2” wide purlins at 6'
centers with design load of 40 psf. Using #2080 clip
with two screws.
Clip load = 1.0 x 40 x 6 = 240# (At mid roof)
Fastener tension = 240 x 1.3 = 312#

Exceptions to center fixing are: (1) Where movement at
one end is restrained by the flashing condition or the
structure. (2) Where it is preferable to simplify complex
flashings at large penetrations. (3) At hipped roofs. (4) At
roofs with valleys. (5) Where aesthetics are critical and
provision can be made to fix panels behind the closure
assembly without adversely affecting any performance
related issue. See the Design Details section for more
information on transitions between hips and valleys and
special conditions requiring roof rib slip joints on page 24.
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Loads at the first interior support would be higher by the
span factors listed in a) above.

Design Manual.” These call for 2.0 on panel capacity,
2.5 for attachments of steel panels, 2.2 for attachments of
aluminum panels and provide for a 1/3 allowable
increase for wind loads.

To calculate the safe allowable load per attachment:
Divide the capacity furnished by the supplier by an
appropriate factor of safety. Industry publications show
that the following are in general use:
NORMAL
LOAD
Wood (Per NFPA)
6
Concrete (per anchor mfrs.)
4
Explosive fasteners in steel
4
Mechanical fasteners in
structural steel (per AISI)
2.5

The Designer (architect or engineer) must verify that
the fasteners and the support structure to which the
clips are attached are capable of carrying the
intended loads.

WIND
LOAD
4.5
4.0
3.0

Since there are many different proprietary anchors (bolts,
self-drilling screws, masonry anchors), the fastener
manufacturer is the best source of safe values for
ultimate pullout from the specific materials to be used on
a job. Pullout data must be appropriate for the grade of
material used and reduced for an appropriate factor of
safety to achieve allowable pullout values.

1.88

Adjust test values down if the material specification allows
lower minimum strength than used in the tests. Note that
steel grades specify only the minimum tensile strength and
pull tests from higher strength lots will overstate the
minimum capacity in proportion to their strength.

Fastening to Wood
Nails of any type are not recommended for use where
direct pullout or withdrawal resistance is a design
consideration. The safe holding strength for screws is a
function of length, screw size and dry density of wood.
Notice that density varies with species and not with
structural grade. For attachment of ZIP-RIB clips,
sheet metal screws (Type A point) are preferred over
wood screws since they are fully threaded and are
designed for economical placement with power
screwdrivers. Self-drilling screws other than those
designed specifically for attaching sheet metal to wood
are not acceptable. The “National Design Specification
for Wood Construction” by the National Forest Products
Association provides allowable load values that are
recognized by virtually all code agencies.

The designer (architect or engineer) for the project must
determine what is required to verify structural adequacy
of the design. Load testing is required for any departure
from standard ZIP-RIB details.
These safety factors are merely reprinted values
published elsewhere and no representation is made as to
their suitability for specific applications. Engineers often
specify higher values where there is concern regarding
field workmanship or on certain unreliable substrates
especially in re-roof applications. See pages 10-13 for
other attachment comments relating to specific materials.

Explosion Release Panels

In general, for screws perpendicular to the grain, the
allowable withdrawal load per inch of penetration (P) is
given by the formula:
P = 2850 G2D
Where
G = specific gravity of oven-dry wood
D = shank diameter of the screw in inches
Specific gravity varies with species of lumber. For Coast
Douglas Fir, Larch and Southern Pine, the specific
gravity is 0.51 and the long term holding power of a #12
(.216” diameter) screw is 160#/inch of penetration, a #14
(.242”) screw is 179#/inch. Hem-Fir density is 0.42 and
capacities are proportionately lower. A 1/3 increase is
allowed for short duration loads such as for wind. The
NDS does not cover structural values for plywood.

ZIP-RIB panels are rarely utilized in applications
requiring explosion release, however contact Merchant &
Evans’ Engineering Department if assistance is required.
Consideration needs to be made for weathertight flashing
at the perimeter of the vent segment as well as for
control of the section after release.

Anchor and Fastener
Guidelines
Architect - Engineer
Responsibility
Strength of individual components of the ZIP-RIB
system has been determined by load testing of
production material. Design load recommendations are
based upon minimum properties and factors of safety as
found in the Aluminum Association's “Specifications for
Aluminum Structures” and AISI “Cold Formed Steel

Based upon tests conducted by the American Plywood
Association and a factor of safety of 4.5 (for wind load)
safe pullout values for clip screws in Group 1 species
plywood are as follows: 139# per inch for #12 screws
and 156# per inch for #14 screws. Reference APA
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Bulletin No. E830B, Nov. 1985. Reduced values apply
if some or all plies are from other species groups.

Self-drilling fasteners are designed for specific material
thicknesses ranging from light gauge (0.020” thick) to
heavy plate steel up to _” thick. Self-drilling fasteners
do not develop their rated strength when used in thinner
sheet materials. Typically, self-drilling fasteners for
heavy gauge applications will have large drill points
which remove much of the metal prior to thread
engagement. Although this may be appropriate for the
heavy gauge material the fastener was designed for, use
in lighter gauge materials will result in pull out values
SIGNIFICANTLY BELOW published values. Verify
that the strength data is based on the minimum thickness
and strength of material to be used for the project.

Attachment to plywood less than 3/4” thick can be
unreliable because of the ease with which screws can be
stripped out during driving. Wherever possible, screws
should go into solid blocking under or behind the panel.
In cases where fasteners pass through decking into
structural framing, the plywood thickness should not be
figured in the embedment unless special precautions are
taken to avoid the plywood joints with the screws.

Power Screwdrivers
With the use of power screwdrivers, the fastener and
driver must be properly matched to prevent over driving
and stripping of threads. This is especially important
when driving screws into plywood thinner than 3/4” or
steel decking below 18 gauge. Specifications would
caution the applicator to follow the recommendations of
the manufacturers in driving equipment used. Impact
wrenches are not recommended.

Steel decks designed for uniform loads must be checked
for the concentrated or straight-line loads.

Flashing Fasteners
Wherever possible, fasteners should not penetrate the
ZIP-RIB panel or flashing in such a way that leakage
will pass on to the interior. Where screws must penetrate
the panels, a self-sealing type, such as with an integral
sealing washer on the exposed surface, should be used.
Tubular rivets, such as pop-rivets, leak and should never
be used for this purpose unless plugged and sealed.
Closed end rivets are available.

Fastening to Concrete
One method of attachment to concrete is the use of
explosive or powder actuated fasteners. The condition of
the concrete must be such that it will make an even
support for the roof surface, and accept the anchor
without spalling.

Fasteners for attaching flashing, drip angles or trim
members to ZIP-RIB panels or to each other should
be no smaller than #14 screws or 3/16” diameter rivets.
In areas of nominal wind speeds, fasteners into double
thickness of material may be reduced, i.e., #12 screws
for Ridge Closures or 1/8” for rivets in Gable Clips. See
page 13 for more specific guidelines.

Lightweight insulating concrete or poured decks
generally do not have adequate strength for individual
fasteners. The attachments for these roofs usually will
be made to the structural support deck underneath.
Tests of any such anchors should be run to the
satisfaction of the designer (architect or engineer). In
addition to straight pull tests, cyclic service loading
would be helpful to avoid brittle connections.

Sealants
Do not approve a short-term sealant for a long-life
roof system.
-The ZIP-RIB roofing and siding system is designed
and manufactured to give 20 plus years of service. Do
not use a 5-year sealant with a 20-Year roof system.

Fastening to Steel
Screws in tapped holes, or self-drilling screws or
explosive driven pins in structural steel usually exceed
the requirements of most ZIP-RIB clips. Care must
be exercised in the selection of fasteners for light gauge
steel or steel decking. With thickness below 16 GA
(.060”), strength values fall off rapidly; and for many
proprietary thread profiles, pullout strength is not a direct
function of thread diameter. The fastener manufacturer
should be able prove that its fasteners will provide an
adequate factor of safety to resist design loads.

-For exposed conditions, use only good quality sealants
that will cure to a rubber-like consistency. Do not use oil
base or asphalt-type caulking or mastic. For concealed
applications, a non-hardening sealant may be used. In
any case, the sealant must have good adhesion, retain its
properties at temperature extremes and resist
deterioration from water, heat and sunlight.
-Do not use acetic acid curing silicone.

The contractor must be able to install fasteners without
danger of over driving and stripping threads. See the
comments above on the use of power screwdrivers.

-A major aspect in the successful application of sealants
is surface preparation. Make certain that the surface is
11

Mechanical Performance

prepared in accordance with the manufacturer's
recommendations.

Field experience suggests that the following guidelines are
desirable to assure that the related sheet metal work will
have quality comparable to the basic ZIP-RIB panels.

-Sealant will function best if installed between parts
when they are assembled rather than being forced into
the completed joint.

a) Use sealant on rivets and use hot bonded neoprene
faced washers under screw heads for weathertightness.

-Except in heavy freeze areas where ice may spread
joints apart, it is best to apply sealant away from the
open face of joints so that the metal will shield the seal
and protect it from direct exposure to water or sunlight.

b) Use sheet metal screws to anchor sheet metal to
wood, where possible, since even spiral or ring shank
nails can back our and wear holes in the metal covering.
Restrict nails to unloaded trim where the minimum head
height is necessary.

-If silicone sealant is to be used, ensure that it is nonacetic acid cure.

c) Never use fasteners in flashing end lap joints unless
specific design details allow for the accumulated
longitudinal expansion and contraction.

Corrosion
Where there is the possibility of moisture condensation
on the anchor fasteners, plated steel fasteners may not
give effective long-term resistance to uplift. Stainless
steel fasteners should be specified whenever using
lumber treated with water soluble salts, when penetrating
wood or insulation to spaces that may contain water
vapor or when the interior is open to salt air, fog or other
high humidity conditions. See Guidelines to Specifiers
in the standard ZIP-RIB Guide Specification.

d) Minimum size fasteners generally are 3/16” diameter
rivets and #14 screws. Smaller rivets do not have the
grip to hold in oversize or elongated holes that
commonly occur with field drilled sheet metal.
Exceptions are low stress applications into double thick
ribs or into the extruded gable clip where the extra
thickness makes an oversize hole less likely.
e) Locate flashing fasteners so that any leakage will run
to the outside wherever possible. Avoid penetrating
panels in critical areas.

Durability
Exposed fasteners must be compatible with the roof
sheet material and offer long life in the atmospheric
conditions of the project. The following guidelines are
drawn from fastener and material manufacturers'
literature; recommendations for specific applications
should come from the fastener supplier.
a) Only fasteners of aluminum or 300 series stainless
steel will give service comparable to ZIP-RIB in bare
or painted aluminum or steel coated with aluminum or
aluminum-zinc alloy.
b) Integral corrosion resistant caps on steel screws are
compatible with aluminum and the various coated steels.
The threaded portion can rust unless protected from
moisture. Durability should be verified by the supplier.

Typical Screws Used to Anchor Clips to Metal Deck

c) Less durability can be anticipated with:
-400 series stainless steel with 1.0 mil zinc or (cadmium)
coating.
-Steel fasteners with (cadmium) or zinc coatings.
d) Aluminum or 300 series stainless also should be used
in covered locations where: 1) rust could run on exposed
panels (such as in ridge closures), 2) condensation could
lead to corrosion (such as screws through plywood in
cold climates), 3) the underside is exposed to an
aggressive atmosphere on exterior overhangs or the
interior of process plants.

Typical Clip on Bearing Plate Used on Applications
with Metal Deck and Rigid Insulation
12

Fastener Designations (As Typically Indicated on Shop Drawings)
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Design Details
Weathertightness
The basic ZIP-RIB panel without sealant has demonstrated weathertightness in wind and water tests up to 70-mph
velocity. Underlayment is not required in normal applications; but over solid decks, a secondary water barrier is
recommended as inexpensive insurance. High winds and snow or ice buildups can block drainage or produce pressure
that will force water through unsealed metal joints. Please refer to details under Snow Area Precautions for suggestions
on these conditions. Any location where the snow depth can exceed the height of the rib should be considered a Snow
Area (see page 33 for additional suggestions). Weathertightness of eave and ridge flashings, joints, hips and valleys, roof
jacks, vents, skylights, etc. is dependent upon both design and workmanship.

Suggested Details
The following details are offered to illustrate alternatives to particular design conditions. They follow the principles of
good industry practice as cited in the Architectural Sheet Metal Manual published by the Sheet Metal and Air
Conditioning Contractors National Association, and may need modification to suit local conditions. Each has specific
limitations of use, aesthetics or cost, and the designer (architect or engineer) is the sole judge of suitability for a specific
project. Flashings are custom accessories detailed by the architect, fabricated and/or installed by the roofing contractor.
The material is covered by the applicable material corrosion or finish durability warranty from the ZIP-RIB
manufacturers.
Details are schematic with clearances exaggerated to show individual components or layers. Where specific dimensions
are believed to be important to proper functioning, they are called out. Other dimensions may be critical, and basic good
sheet metal practices must be a consideration in any case. Structural performance is a function of profile and attachment
spacing; tests of mockups should be specified if there is any concern.

29
19
21
19
27

17, 18, 24
26

20, 21

26

19

25

28, 22
15, 16, 33, 34

29
29

The numbers used in the above diagram
reference the corresponding page number
where the detail is found.
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Eaves
A specific eave design must take into account the total
amount of expansion and contraction with conditions at
both ends of panels. Normally, roof panel lengths under
10' can be considered fixed throughout. However,
longer lengths or extreme temperature variations dictate
that at least one panel end be free to move. A drip angle
or other stiffener running crosswise to the panel helps
maintain alignment of flats between ribs, blocks
windblown water, and more importantly, prevents high
uplift pressure at eaves from bowing flats upward to let
air flow in under the roof covering. The drip angle is
mandatory for all ZIP-RIB applications. Plate ZR101 is acceptable where wind velocities do not often
exceed 30 mph, where the slope is above 2” in 12” and
where snow and ice are no concern. For added
protection at lesser slopes or for more severe weather,
seal all ribs at the drip angle with foam plugs to prevent
intrusion of wind-blown water and/or specify an “eavesflashing” (waterproof membrane) three to six feet up
slope beyond any outside wall. Note that some building
codes mandate the use of “eaves-flashing”.

Product:
ZIP-RIB

Application:
Basic Eave

Plate:
ZR-101

Gutters
Design of gutters involves consideration of aesthetics,
capacity, provision for overflow, protection from snow
or ice and access for cleaning. Attachments must
provide structural support yet allow for thermal
expansion and contraction. Tables for sizing and
minimum gauges may be found in the “Architectural
Sheet Metal Standards” by the Sheet Metal and Air
Conditioning contractors National Association
(SMACNA). Some designers require that gutters slope
at least 1/16” per foot for drainage, however, others
have successfully designed gutters with zero slope. The
designer should recognize some limitations with sloped
gutters from an aesthetic standpoint on hanging gutters
(visible on long runs and may impact fascia
dimensioning) and a constructability standpoint on
built-in gutters (requires sloping of sub-structure). In
any event, expansion joints should be no more than 50'
apart on straight runs and not more than 20' from any
corner. The interior rim should be higher than the
outside to keep overflow away from the structure.
Since each ZIP-RIB panel is individually secured to
the structure, there is no accumulated movement of panels
Product:
Application:
Plate:
across the width of the roof. In other words, ZIP-RIB
ZIP-RIB
Basic
Gutter
ZR-201
panels are fixed in the direction of gutter expansion and
contraction, and gutters are fixed in the direction of roof
movement. For this reason, greater design flexibility is achieved when the two are independently supported. Any system
where the gutter is secured to the ZIP-RIB panel itself severely limits the design or performance in some way. In
freezing climates at least one gutter face should slope to avoid damage from expansion of freezing water. In snow areas,
the gutter rim needs reinforcement and should be below the roof plane. Straps need to be secured direct to structure
rather than just to sheet metal as shown above. Underlayment should run over any eave trim to direct roof leakage
outside.
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Basic Internal Gutter (Acceptable with Limitations)
Where ZIP-RIB panels drain into an internal gutter, there should be 10” clear space for the zipper tool to avoid hand
crimping. Good practice calls for scupper outlets or other overflow protection as well as a back-up membrane under the
gutter. In snow areas, special consideration needs to be made to avoid freezing or snow blockage of drains. Designers
specifying built-in gutters should be aware that leaks which might occur will go into the building, and the material
selected should be suitable for soldering or welding of joints. Large gutters become walkways during construction and
during subsequent maintenance and should therefore be solidly supported. Consult SMACNA regarding minimum
gauges, maximum lengths between expansion joints for various widths and downspout sizing and locations. Note also
that in order for underlayment which is used under panels to drain into the gutter, it will have to be lapped over the eavecleat flashing. Also, any membrane used under the metal gutter should have provision for drainage into the downspouts.
Gutters behind parapet walls involve the same considerations as internal gutters.

Product:
ZIP-RIB

Application:
Internal Gutter

Plate:
ZR-204

Roof to Fascia Transition
The detail below can be used to simulate a
continuous roof-to-fascia transition. Limitations
with this detail include its labor intensity, difficult
to seal and heavily reliant on workmanship, must
become the fixed point of the roof, and it is not
recommended for snow areas because sliding
snow can damage the sheet metal work. Contact
Merchant & Evans’ Engineering Department for
options on a one-piece transition.

Product:
ZIP-RIB
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Application:
Knee Joint

Plate:
ZR-102

Ridges- Fixed, Slip-Joint, Flexing, Headwalls, Vented
As discussed under “EAVES”, panel lengths under 10' may be considered “fixed” throughout. For longer panels, the
design must take into account the anticipated movement at one end or the other. Basic to all ridge designs is a two-piece
closure which includes a foam filler supported by a metal channel. The pan end formed by the back edge of the panel
stiffens the panel and serves as a positive barrier to water driven around the primary closure. For added protection, the
closure assembly may be caulked around the perimeter of the insert and tape applied across the top. In laying out the
ridge (or head wall), sufficient clearance should be made for field forming pan ends. Where possible, there should be 3”
beyond the end and 30” working space above the ZIP-RIB. Where it is not feasible to pan end, the designer should
add a second closure behind the first or call for sealant around the perimeter of the foam. The inside closure should be
thoroughly sealed to the ZIP-RIB in accordance with “the rain screen” principle used in curtain wall design. The pan
end is functional at virtually any slope and is thus mandatory for all applications of ZIP-RIB Roofing. In even mild
climate areas, it is advisable to specify pan ends for slopes up to 7:12; in more severe applications, it is recommended for
steeper roofs as well as mansard conditions. Note that the ridge cap covers the screws which attach the closure to the
panel. This prevents fasteners from penetrating the weather envelope and leaking inside. Ridge cap fasteners are secured
into the closure on 12” centers typically. In extreme high wind areas, the cap fastener spacing should be reduced to 6” on
center and consideration given to adding sealant and a second line of closures.

Typical Pan End with Closure Assembly

Fixed Ridge
Low profile ridge caps should be restricted to the fixed
end of roof panels. Wide flat caps (without any step) are not
Product:
recommended because they tend to become scalloped at
fasteners. Low profile ridge caps frequently do not provide ZIP-RIB
adequate pitch to allow proper drainage at end lap joints.
This section also shows an optional method of fixing
panels with through fasteners.

Application:
Fixed Ridge

Plate:
ZR-301

Application:
Slip-Joint Ridge

Plate:
ZR-303

Slip Joint Ridge
A slip joint at one side of a low profile roof cap could
provide for thermal movement of both panel ends.
Return bends prevent disengagement at high
temperatures. Frequently the ridge cap needs to allow
for sliding connection on both sides either when high
amounts of thermal expansion and contraction are
anticipated and/or when large, heavy ventilators are
located at the ridge. In such cases, internal brackets are
required to maintain ridge alignment.

Product:
ZIP-RIB
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Flexing Ridge
The basic detail consists of the standard ZIP-RIB
closure assembly and ridge cap. Key dimensions allow
for:
a) thermal movement of roof and for Pan End tool.
b) height to absorb panel movement.
c) clearance for thermal movement between closure
fastener and clip.
d) open hems to overhang closures to discourage leakage
at this joint.

Product:
ZIP-RIB

Application:
Flexing Ridge

Closure with Pan-End Detail Plate

Product:
ZIP-RIB

Application:
Closure with Pan-End

Plate:
ZR-305

Vented Ridge
Ventilation through the ridge may be achieved with
standard proprietary vents on the ridge cap or as
illustrated in detail plate ZR-304. If provision is made
for roof movement, the dead weight of the ventilator
must be carried independently or distributed so that no
more than 20 lbs. total dead load is supported by any one
clip to avoid excessive clip wear on panels.

Product:
ZIP-RIB
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Application:
Vented Ridge

Plate:
ZR-304

Headwalls
Headwall flashings are basically ridges at vertical walls. Particular attention must be given to the method of sealing and
allowing for roof movement. To prevent wall leakage from getting behind this detail the wall underlayment should drain
over the flashing to the outside. Detail Plate ZR-313 does not allow for thermal movement while Detail Plate ZR-315 does.

Product:
ZIP-RIB

Application:
Basic (Fixed) Headwall

Plate:
ZR-313

Product:
ZIP-RIB

Application:
Slip-Joint Headwall

Plate:
ZR-315

Slope Transitions
Good workmanship and top quality sealant are critical for weathertight construction in any detail where the roof plane is
interrupted and panels do not overlap. Detail Plate ZR-801 illustrates a steep slope (above) transitioning to a lower slope
(below). The detail would similar if the transition were reversed. Caution should be made to ensure that the flashing is
supported underneath so as to prevent a breaking of seals if walked upon. Also, the lesser degree of transition causes the
flashing to become quite large since it is necessary for the flashing to lap under the upper panel and over the lower panel.
Sealing of large flashing joints becomes critical thus contact ZIP-RIB Engineering for detail assistance in these cases.

Product:
ZIP-RIB

Application:
Slope Transition
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Plate:
ZR-801

Gables, Rakes, and Side Walls
Since there can be significant movement of the roofing relative to the structure, flashing must be designed to allow for
slippage. Flashings may be attached to roof - or to the structure - but not to both. The #2002 Gable Clip is designed to
allow independent anchorage of roof and trim. Gable, rake or wall flashing may be hooked or screwed to this clip as
shown in the following illustrations, without restricting roof movement. The eave end of a gable trim is closed off by a
box with end clearance to provide for thermal movement of the roof. Similar conditions apply to intersections with
fascias or gutters.

Basic Gable
This simple rake strip provides a clean and functional
flashing. Cap width is 2-1/4” minimum. Width may
need to vary to suit the rib position as determined by
panel module and actual roof width. With a full 2-1/2”
vertical leg over the rib, this detail has been weathertight
for typical climates. For wind over 70 mph or for
drifting snow it may be more practical to utilize the
sealed gable on Detail Plate ZR-502 or ZR-504. Where
a wide cap is undesirable, ZIP-RIB may be cut and
bent to form an upstanding leg (2-1/2” Minimum). A
Simple angle is not as strong as a full rib and should be
well supported above and below. Practical maximum
length for brake forming is 12 feet, longer lengths must
be hand formed.

Product:
ZIP-RIB

Application:
Basic Gable

Plate:
ZR-501

Product:
ZIP-RIB

Application:
Sealed Gables

Plate:
ZR-502

Sealed Gables
Detail Plate ZR-502 allows for roof movement yet
maintains a seal with the roof rib. This detail is
suggested for use in extreme high wind or deep snow
areas. Occasionally the rake detail runs between two
different eave levels thus creating a “stepped eave”
condition. In this case, the upper end of the rake flashing
projects above the roof and is difficult to seal and it
becomes vulnerable to damage from sliding snow or ice.
In the case of a stepped-eave, utilize Detail Plate ZR-504.
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Sealed Gables
Detail Plate ZR-504 is valuable where the rake length
exceeds the capability of press breaking a standing seam
into the panel where the leg has been cut off or where
the trim must be fabricated before an exact width is
known. Also, this condition is easier to seal at a corner
created by a “stepped eave” and is less vulnerable to
damage from ice and snow. Where the rake condition is
an architectural feature, such as a masonry wall
projecting above the roofline, the flashing should be
designed the same as for a penetration. If a rib falls
along the parapet, it should be interrupted to allow a
continuous back pan across the up hill face.

Product:
Application:
Plate:
ZIP-RIB Sealed Gables (at stepped eave)ZR-504

Basic Side-Wall
Since ZIP-RIB widths may be either spread or
compressed, the panel module may be adjusted for
minimum flashing width. In cases where the exact panel
module must be maintained or the run is too short to
develop the necessary spread, the flashing will have to
span the clear distance. To avoid leaks at lap joints,
flashing should be pitched toward the roof and sealed at
the laps. In snow areas, the sealed hold down member
illustrated in the sealed gable Detail Plate ZR-505 will
resist intrusion of melt water from snowdrifts at walls.

Product:
ZIP-RIB
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Application:
Basic Side-Wall

Plate:
ZR-505

Radius Gable
Where smooth curved roofs are designed, it is often
appropriate to specify smooth curved rake trims for
aesthetic purposes as illustrated in Detail Plate ZR-503.
Since ZIP-RIB can be smooth curved to convex radii
below 10 feet, use of segmented trims can be
undesirable. These can be produced in the ZIP-RIB
factory to specified radii or by many highly skilled sheet
metal mechanics in controlled shop environments. The
key to achieving the desired appearance is by specifying
it as such in the contract documents and by requiring
samples for approval prior to fabrication.

Product:
ZIP-RIB

Application:
Radius Gable

Plate:
ZR-503

Product:
ZIP-RIB

Application:
Expansion Joint

Plate:
ZR-701
ZR-702

Building Expansion Joints or
Seismic Joints
Building expansion joints are instances where the design
must accommodate movement in several directions.
Attachment of ZIP-RIB panels with the #2002 gable
clip is identical to a gable or rake condition. The cover
may be either sheet metal or flexible plastic depending
upon the direction and magnitude of anticipated
movement. Several proprietary products are available
which combine flexible plastic and metal edge strips.
With a suitable stiffener to span between clips, these
may be applied at mid-roof or in conjunction with
perimeter flashing at sidewalls. The continuous hold
down illustrated in Detail Plate ZR-502 may be used as
an alternate to the #2002 clip should the additional
weathertightness and/or a better air seal be desirable.
Detail Plates ZR-701 and ZR-702 can accommodate
movement in virtually all directions and should have
longer life than the flexible material, however, excellent
combination details have been used successfully
whereby the flexible membrane provides mobility and
weathertightness while a metal cover provides for UV
protection and better aesthetics. Sheet metal work can
be simplified and more easily be made weathertight if a
seismic or expansion joint location does not
unnecessarily cross roof perimeter conditions. A
common situation occurs at wings on a main structure or
on an “L” shaped building. To avoid having the joint
intersect a valley above the eave line, it is desirable to
offset the roof joint an amount equal to the roof
overhang.
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Expansion Joints (Continued)Side-Wall Condition

Product:
Application:
Plate:
ZIP-RIB Expansion Joint at Side-Wall ZR-703

Thermal Fixed Points
Fixed Point Locations
Hip details are similar to ridges, and valleys are similar to eaves; but because they are diagonal to the roof panels, the
amount of thermal movement at the condition can vary from one end to the other. This variation has been ignored for
panels under 10 ft. long without difficulty; for longer panels, it should always be considered. Because there is no
crosswise movement of ZIP-RIB panels, the direction of movement is diagonal to the centerline of these conditions.
Normally, the lengthwise component of movement is balanced by the opposite roof. Where a vertical surface is involved,
such as a shed roof ridge cap on an angle, the flashing is only half of a hip condition. To accommodate the longitudinal
movement, a slip joint should be used.
Ideally, panels should be fixed to the structure at their midpoint along a straight line perpendicular to the length; hipped
roofs along the eave and roofs with a valley along the ridge. Where both conditions occur on the same section, it is
suggested that fixed point run up and down the diagonal from the mid-point to the corner.
A special problem occurs where a single roof plane contains separated segments such as shown in the detail of a “C”
shaped building. Where the distance between fixed ends is 15 ft. or less, the entire zone between them can be considered
fixed. For larger distances, it is desirable that there be a separation between the roof panels to allow longitudinal
slippage. This can be conveniently handled with a building expansion joint. Where the break line should be less
obvious, ZIP-RIB seams can be loosely zipped to slide, and flashing can be detailed to avoid fasteners in ribs which
would tie the panels together. Where a choice can be made, it is easier to accommodate a slip joint at an eave condition
than at a ridge since closure fasteners prevent relative movement of panels. In snow areas where seam sealant is
specified, special treatment is required. Consult the ZIP-RIB manufacturer for solutions to such problem areas.

Lines of Fixation for a Building
with Hips and Valleys
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Fixed Point Locations (continued)

Lines of Fixation for a "C" Shaped Building

Types of Fixed Points

Fixed Clip #2006, shown above, can be utilized
in lieu of the #2080 Fixed Clip shown to the left.
Note that the #2006 clip has provision for 1
fastener while the #2080 has provision for up to
3 fasteners. Choice of either depends on:
1. Sliding forces to be resisted.
2. Expected withdrawal resistance of anchors to
the structure.
3. Design uplift loads for the project.
Contact Merchant &Evans’ Engineering
Department for assistance in proper clip
selection.

Product:
ZIP-RIB

Application:
Types of Fixed Points

Plate:
ZR-903
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Hip Conditions and Diagonal Ridges
Diagonal pan ends must be formed by hand since no factory tool is available. As an alternative to pan ending diagonals,
a second row of closures may be installed as a backup. As with double ridge closures, the air seal should be on the inside
row where it is protected and screened by the outer closure. Closures for hips and other diagonal ridge conditions are
custom cut to suit job dimensions from standard lengths. A soft foam insert conforms to the panel profile. For low slope
roofs (below 2:12) or severe climate areas, sealant at the contact surface is desirable. Other than this, the cross section
looks the same as the various ridge detail plates previously illustrated.
Where there is a large unbalanced thermal movement on opposite sides of a diagonal flashing member, the assembly
must provide for longitudinal slippage as well as flexing crosswise to the roof. This condition occurs on diagonal cut
gables or ridges where there is roofing on only one side of the joint. It may occur at valleys or hips where the slope
length or pitch is not the same on both sides. In these cases, an interlocking slip joint as shown will keep the sections
together yet allow both kinds of movement without distortion of flashing.

Product:
ZIP-RIB

Application:
Slip-Joint Peak Cap

Plate:
ZR-318

Product:
Application:
Plate:
ZIP-RIB Ridge, Headwall, Hip Closures ZR-311
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Valley Conditions
Valley flashings must provide sufficient area to carry all
runoff without blow-back or overflow under the edge of
the roof.
Refer to previous illustrations and text under “Hips,
Valleys and Diagonal Edges” for panel thermal
movement considerations and to “Gutters” section for
thermal movement considerations which generally also
apply to valley design.
Because the valley is a common area for walking loads,
it should be uniformly supported even if the roof itself
spans between purlins. Provide room for this support
and its attachment in structural drawings. In addition, it
is recommended that ALL valley flashings be designed
with a secondary weatherproofing membrane beneath the
metal flashing as insurance against leakage into the
building envelope.

Product:
ZIP-RIB

Application:
Basic Valley

Plate:
ZR-401

Since edge stiffening is required for diagonal cut ZIP-RIB,
the valley flashing should have a return or drip angle for
stiffness. Where the valley must drain back onto the panel, as at a dormer, it should be flush with the underside of the pan.
Valleys must accommodate any difference in roof expansion or contraction by flexure in the “V” or in the sidewalls
themselves, if the valley is deep. Deep valleys offer increased drainage capabilities as well as the ability to easily seal
the panels to the return flange and accommodation for thermal movement by “flexing” similar to the flexing ridge
concept found on Page 18.
Valleys can be made effectively watertight with proper sealing of rib ends to the valley flanges. In heavy snow areas,
valley conditions should be avoided with standing seam roofs because diagonal movement of dense snow masses can
deform ribs. Contact ZIP-RIB engineering for assistance on rib reinforcement and other potential solutions for
extreme climate conditions.

Penetrations
Pipe Jacks or Vents
As with any metal roof, flashing around openings for
utilities is more economical if they are grouped and
located near the ridge. However, unlike typical
corrugated metal roofing, the ZIP-RIB configuration
is particularly suitable for adapting to flashing around
roof jacks, vents or skylights.
The most effective seal is made by use of one of many
available (20+ year life expectancy) proprietary flexible
rubber boot flashings. These are relatively easy to seal
to the flat of the ZIP-RIB pans and provide an
effective weather seal. However, it is recommended that
an additional metal storm collar be attached to the pipe
penetration to protect the rubber material from UV
degradation. Always specify storm collars on projects
requiring a weathertight warranty. In snow areas where
the risk of damage to flashings and pipes is high due to
sliding snow and ice, the cone width should be

Product:
ZIP-RIB
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Application:
Plate:
Pipe Penetration with
ZR-606
Rubber Boot and Storm Collar

minimized and additional stiffening in the form of gussets may be required. The addition of non-penetrating diverters
and/or snow guards placed strategically above a penetration will help to alleviate damage from sliding snow and ice.
Always specify flashing materials with durability comparable to the roof material. Do not use short-life accessories with
ZIP-RIB as premature maintenance will be required to achieve maximum performance of the metal roof system.

Large Penetrations- Curbs
When large penetrations occur at the ridge, they may be easily handled with the standard details for headwalls and
sidewalls. However, a large opening that occurs part way down a slope requires a curb with means of diverting flow
around the opening. These details apply to chimneys, ventilator openings or skylights. As with smaller openings, the
flashing itself must have clearance around any structural supports involved, so it can be sealed to the roof and move with
it. The following detail provides for folded corners that can be fabricated from pre-painted sheet or other material that is
not readily welded. With unpainted panels, the entire curb may be welded or soldered into a single unit for greater
weathertightness and durability. All welded, one piece curbs must be specified whenever a weathertight warranty is
required for the project. In all cases, the assembly is capped by a collar or skirt that extends down over the curb. For
additional weathertightness in deep snow or extreme wind areas, it may be desirable to specify a secondary
weatherproofing membrane under all critical flashing details. Note that for a secondary weatherproofing membrane to be
fully effective, it must carry through to the outside of the building envelope. Adding membranes to the underside of
critical flashing details is not an excuse for poor workmanship.

Product:
ZIP-RIB

Application:
Curb Plan

Plate:
ZR-601

Product:
ZIP-RIB

Application:
Curb Detail “A”

Plate:
ZR-602

Product:
ZIP-RIB

Application:
Curb Detail “B”

Plate:
ZR-603

Product:
ZIP-RIB

Application:
Curb Detail “C”

Plate:
ZR-604
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SIDING
For weathertightness and economy, ZIP-RIB siding should be installed with the ribs out. Design criteria are
essentially the same as for roofs except that the thermal fixed point also carries the full weight of the panel. The Zipper
tool will readily climb a vertical wall, but lengths over sixty feet can be difficult to raise into a vertical position.
Windows or penetrations should be designed with a projecting “picture-frame” at head, jamb and sill equal to the rib
height. Where lengths are long enough to require provision for thermal movement, these frames should provide for panel
expansion and contraction. Good curtain wall practice suggests that the joints have an interior air barrier or seal which is
protected from direct exposure to the weather by an exterior “rain screen”. Outside and inside corners may utilize clips
but for improved weathertightness, corner trim should be secured directly to the panels. Longer lengths may require the
continuous hold down as similarly shown in Detail Plate ZR-502.

CURVED ROOFS
Natural Curves and Machine Induced Curves
Straight ZIP-RIB panels may be formed in place
on curves such as circles or parabolas. Both steel and
aluminum panels can be “naturally” without the use
of special curving machines, contact Merchant &
Evans for limitations. Machine curved panels provide
smooth, unstressed panels to radii of 8 foot in
aluminum and 65 feet in steel. Contact Merchant &
Evans, Inc. for specific gauge and width requirements
to produce a desired radius. At the time of this
publication, machine curving is limited to aluminum,
copper, zinc and lead-coated copper materials, and
steel. Convex curves add compression in the flats
(thus the reason for expecting oil canning in
“naturally” radiused applications) and concave curves
add compression in the ribs. Concave curved ZIPRIB panels are in the same materials as convex
curved panels. Contact M&E’s engineering
department for product limitations. Note that
perimeter flashings can be either fabricated in smooth
curved sections or field assembled from straight
sections (e.g. segmented) and specifying which option
is appropriate for any specific project is at the sole
discretion of the designer.
DEVELOPED CURVE ON GABLE ROOF
The expense and potential leaks of ridge flashings can
be eliminated by bending straight roof panels over a
ridge so they run from eave to eave. Smooth curves
can be developed with variable height purlins.
RIDGE BEND FOR 1/4:12 SLOPE
When a roof slope is 1/4” per foot, aluminum panels
may be bent over the ridge between purlins spaced four
feet apart located either side of the ridge.

Factory Curved Panels Awaiting Shipment from
Merchant & Evans’ Plant.

CONCAVE BEND at Transitions
For steep slope to shallow slope transitions, a curve can avoid a costly flashing detail if a concave radius can be achieved
provided it is within the limits shown above for minimum radii of concave sections.
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Warped Surfaces and Cones
Warped surfaces such as hyperbolic paraboloids that are generated by straight lines can be covered with ZIP-RIB
panels. Each panel is twisted and ribs spread to accommodate the surface transition without adverse affect on the ZIPRIB panel performance. If the required spread is greater than 2%, a mockup should be made to see if the distortion
will be acceptable. (See examples.)
In general, panels can be spread to accommodate 1/4” or 2%
variation in width. To find the difference in roof widths
required.
Example A: for AB = 80 ft.
Allowable CD = 1.02 x 80 = 81.6 feet
Actual CD= √(80x80)+(5x5) = 80.16 feet - O.K.
Example B: for AB = 20 ft.
Allowable CD = 1.02 x 20 = 20.4 feet
Actual CD= √(20x20)+(5x5) = 20.6 feet - may be excessive
During installation, care must be taken to maintain the uniform spreading of the panels. If panels do not fall on straight
lines that generate this surface, they will become curved in the longitudinal direction which may detract from appearance
or cause other difficulty.
Cone surfaces could occur where a radius corner is designed instead of an angled hip for a mansard roof. Practical
dimensions for such surfaces usually exceed the spreading capability of the ZIP-RIB joint and require that tapered
panels be fabricated from matching sheet. These can be fabricated to match the ZIP-RIB profile but various length,
minimum width, and maximum width dimensions cause all tapered ZIP-RIB inquiries to be on a job to job basis.
Please contact your local ZIP-RIB Engineering Department for specific manufacturing limitations. Note that
perimeter flashings can be either fabricated in smooth curved sections or field assembled from straight sections (e.g.
segmented) and specifying which option is appropriate for any specific project is at the sole discretion of the designer.

Cylinders (Longitudinal Radii)
Because of its unique characteristics, ZIP-RIB can be used to cover cylinders (convex or concave walls) by flexing
between or at ribs to fit the structural supports. Cylinders as small as about four feet can be wrapped with ZIP-RIB
panels. Because the wrapping tightly compresses the joint, the coverage should be figured at 1/8” less than the standard
panel module on convex surfaces.
On concave surfaces or inside corners, the panel tends to remain flat and the rib spreads slightly. In this instance, panel
coverage is slightly greater than standard modules and varies with the radius being covered.

Concave Wall; Coverage Spreads

Convex Wall; Coverage Shrinks
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FLASHING LAP JOINTS
The principles of good sheet metal practice are covered in publications by SMACNA and NRCA. However, considerable
latitude is given with regard to lap joints, and mere reference to a standard may not be adequate to obtain specific
appearance, cost and performance objectives. The architect should specify the type of joints desired for the project.
The following basic treatments offer a range of joints to meet specific requirements for appearance, economy, mechanical
integrity and weathertightness.
Fasteners through lap joints should be prohibited since they inhibit relative thermal movement; except in cases where
flashing expansion joints are specifically engineered into a particular detail so accumulated expansion and contraction
forces are relieved. When several lengths are joined together (typically 30 feet or more for aluminum and 50 feet or
more for steel), thermal stresses can elongate holes or shear fasteners and cause leaks. The addition of a soft sealant that
permits thermal movement will improve weathertightness of these joints.
Flashing lap joints generally occur on 10' or 12' centers.

Product:
ZIP-RIB

Application:
Flashing Joints
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Plate:
ZR-908

WALKWAYS AND SOLAR PANELS
Where continued foot traffic on the roof indicates the need for a permanent walkway or for solar panels, the use of Leg
Clamp 2050 permits installation without penetrating the panels. The frame may be wood or metal. The total dead load
(roof plus walkway or equipment) must be distributed sufficiently to prevent excessive wear of panels moving over the
support structure and/or clips. Clamps should be spaced so that total dead load will not exceed 20 pounds per support
clip.

PERPENDICULAR WALKWAY
For walkways perpendicular to ribs, cross members may be set on top of the horizontal flat of the Leg Clamp and secured
through the upstanding leg into the crosspiece.

PARALLEL WALKWAY
For walkways or platforms parallel to ribs, upstanding leg of clamp may be screwed into side of crosspiece. Crosspiece
should span at least two panels for stability. An additional clamp could be added at the center rib to distribute the load
over more support clips.

SOLAR PANEL
The solar panel weight should not exceed the limit of 20 pounds per clamp. Clamp capacity to resist pull off is 208# for
.040” and 168# with .032” ZIP-RIB. Higher values can be achieved with alternate clamps, thus, inquire with
Merchant & Evans’ Engineering Department for alternative attachment devices.

Skylight Panels
Skylight panels may be mounted on curbs installed as penetrations through the ZIP-RIB roof. Small units may be
supported by the flashing curb and move as a unit with the roof. Large units supported directly by the structure should
have a curb sealed to the roof and provide for thermal movement by means of a storm collar as illustrated in the section
on large penetrations in Detail Plates ZR-601, ZR-602, ZR-603, and ZR-604. Curb mounted units have flexibility in
location because they can be positioned independently of the roof width module.
Consult the applicable code concerning permissible location and number of units for specific projects. In general,
building code restrictions vary with construction or occupancy and apply to:
a. Maximum area of skylight within a curb
b. Allowable aggregate skylight area as percentage of floor area.
c. Separations between skylights and proximity to fire resistant walls.

Insulating a ZIP-RIB Roof
ZIP-RIB lends itself to use with most standard insulating materials but should never be sprayed with urethane or
cellulose fiber insulation, since all sprayed on materials bond the roof to the supports. Condensation in non-faced porous
material is a corrosion hazard. Use of either of these will void the product warranty.
Good practice in cold climates generally requires an air and vapor retarder on the warm side of the roof insulation joined
to the retarder on the wall and sealed at penetrations. In warm humid climates, a vapor permeable air barrier is preferred
under the insulation. To avoid condensation on structural members, there should be a thermal break on the cold side.
Follow ASTM E 241 “Standard Recommended Practices for Increasing Durability of Building constructions Against
Water-Induced Damage” or other recognized insulation guidelines and utilize the mechanical engineer to determine
appropriate type and location of vapor retarder acceptable for conditions of the project. Failure to consider these factors
may result in condensation on the metal roofing structure or anchor screws.

INSULATED STEEL DECK (Rigid Insulation)
Vapor retarders, when specified by designers, should be sealed at edges, perimeter conditions and penetrations.
Secondary weatherproofing membranes, when specified by designers, must always be lapped in accordance with
manufacturers’ installation instructions and attention must be given to their terminations so that drainage is allowed to the
outside of the building envelope.
Structural attachment of ZIP-RIB clips to decking can either be achieved by way of direct attachment to the decking
below or by attachment to “Z” sub-purlins which are in turn attached to the structure beneath. All attachments must be
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engineered to meet specific project loads, thus, consultation
with your nearest ZIP-RIB Engineering Department is
crucial to the structural performance of any given project.
When clips are mounted on top of rigid insulation, the
insulation must have a minimum density of 2 pounds per cubic
foot and a minimum 6-inch by 6-inch by 22 GA spreader plate
must be located between the clip and the top of the insulation
board. This application is better known as the “bearing-platedetail” and is illustrated in the photo to the right. When bearing
plate installations are specified, it is critical that fixed points be
rigidly connected to the sub-structure by means other than that
of long fasteners surrounded by insulation. See the section on
fixed points for additional details.
Typical Bearing Plate on Rigid Insulation

INSULATED PANELS ON OPEN FRAMING
(Blanket Insulation)
A wood sleeper or other high-density rigid insulation board is recommended as a thermal block to compress flexible
blanket insulation over metal purlins. Fiberglass over four inches thick exerts sufficient upward pressure to bow flat pans
upward and results in telegraphing of the purlins below. Guarded hotbox tests show that compressed blanket insulation
with through fasteners will lose a significant portion of its insulation value. (See chart). Thermal blocks of wood or rigid
insulation can more than pay for themselves by reducing the blanket thickness required to meet in-place insulation
requirements.
INSULATION
THICKNESS
2”
R6
2-1/2”
R8
3”
R10

THEORETICAL
U VALUE
0.14
0.11
0.10

MEASURE U
WITH 2 x 4
0.14
0.11
0.10

VALUE
WITHOUT 2 x 4
0.17
0.14
0.13

Tests were made with purlins 5 foot on center and with attachment screws 12” on center.
Soft blanket insulation up to 6 inches thick has been compressed under thermal blocks. A more solid anchorage will
result by using a thinner blanket across supports and filling the space between purlins with non-faced fiberglass batts. To
control sag between structural members, the vapor barrier face may be supported by a network of wires or wire fabric.
Several proprietary systems are currently commercially available. Due to corrosion of steel fasteners, ARMA, NRCA,
RIC/TIMA and SPRI recommend corrosion resistant fasteners through insulation.

Typical Open Purlin Application Using Thermal Block and Blanket Insulation
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Snow Area Precautions
This section is not intended as a complete reference on the subject of metal roof design for snow conditions. It covers
some basic principles and known performance of specific ZIP-RIB details. Architects should recognize that a heavy
snow area is a hostile environment where snow tends to compact or refreeze into solid blocks of ice and where refreezing melt water will expand to develop tons of force. The unwary designer may find that his structure cannot resist
these natural conditions. The shape of the building will have a significant bearing on roof and flashing performance and
must be a key consideration by the designer.
In general, metal roofs are selected for snow areas because of their durability and snow shedding capability. Studies by
others report that snow will not remain on a metal roof above 12:12 pitch. At less slope snow can accumulate until heat
flow produces a film of water at the surface. The effect of a sudden avalanche or slow glacier-like movement of large
solid masses must be considered on penetrations and at changes of direction as well as on people or structures below.

Ice Dams
The classic ice dam occurs when snow melts water re-freezes
on a cold overhang, but a dam can form at areas of heat loss at
mid-slope on intermittent or partially heated structures.
Cold overhangs can be eliminated by heating the roof all the
way to the eave, but melted water must fall free of the structure
before re-freezing or icicles will develop.
Heat escape through the roof can be eliminated by a “cold roof”
design that circulates cold exterior air through a cavity designed
to vent building heat to the outside. Vents may be blocked by
deep snow, and the cold roof function is questionable where
daytime winter temperatures rise above freezing. Size and
location of vents should be determined to suit local conditions.

Heated Eave Condition

Basic Ice-Dam Formation at a Cold Overhang

Cold Roof Design

Sealed Seams - Underlayment
Whenever snow depth exceeds seam height, conditions may develop to force water through unsealed metal joints. Minor
leakage through a seam of flashing can be handled by secondary weatherproofing membranes. Where ice dams can
occur, underlayment needs to be sealed in accord with local practice to handle backup from the eave. Where
underlayment is not practical or desirable, ZIP-RIB seams may be additionally sealed in the field (in addition to
factory applied sealants) for all or part of their length before being zipped. In heavy snow areas, the entire seam length
should be sealed with a non-curing tape in favor of total reliance on a membrane under the roof covering. Where there is
a vapor retarder under the insulation, the roof covering underlayment may need to be a vapor permeable water resistant
material. In all circumstances, it is the designer’s responsibility to analyze roof deck assemblies for proper vapor-drive
control including the interaction of specified secondary weatherproofing membranes.
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Sealing-Valleys, Gutters, Downspouts
Exposed gutters and downspouts are subject to ice damming and freeze-thaw cycles that can deform profiles and spread
seams. Gutters and hanger straps should be below the line of sliding snow or strong enough to resist impact.
Unless downspouts pass through a heated space, they can freeze. Maintaining large exposed sheet metal surfaces above
freezing is not practical with heat tapes, but tape along valley or gutter and inside a downspout may keep a flow path
clear.
Where icing is likely to occur, sheet metal joints should be fully sealed to prevent water intrusion. Differential movement
from expansion and contraction of roof and flashing can break these seals and should be eliminated at these locations.
Under these circumstances, either “fix” the roof panels at the eaves or use the sealed flexing eave. Avoid sheet metal
protrusions that can catch ice such as the wrap around eave with knee joints or gable end flashing at a stepped eave.
Sealed gables shown in Detail Plates ZR-504 and ZR-502 allow for roof movement yet maintain a seal that has
performed well in heavy snow conditions. Penetration flashings need supplemental reinforcing to ensure the structural
integrity of the flashing is maintained in a sliding snow and/or ice event.

Snow Movement
Snow movement on standing seam roofs is channeled by the rib. In heavy snow areas, the ideal roof would avoid
conditions such as wrap-around eaves, penetrations, valleys, drop to lower elevations or changes of direction. Entries
and utility access would be at gable end conditions; vents and chimney stacks would be at the ridge or out a sidewall.
These conditions impose significant restraints on building design and depending upon the severity of the snow conditions
may be disregarded only with care. ZIP-RIB engineering can provide information on the capacity of ribs and
stiffeners to resist lateral pressure and of attachments to resist forces tending to drag panels from the roof. Design values
established by the project engineer should be based upon code or local experience.

Product:
ZIP-RIB

Application:
S5 Snow Guard
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Plate:
ZR-904

SNOW GUARDS
Snow guards may be used to protect gutters, penetrations,
valleys, sidewalks, or entryways from massive falling snow.
Some are small protrusions closely spaced to hold snow in
place until it melts or evaporates. These operate on the
principle that it is easier to hold snow in place than to stop it
once it starts to move. Others are massive braced units located
at the eaves to divert or stop a snow slide. One type
recommended for ZIP-RIB is the proprietary S5! System
illustrated in Detail Plate ZR-904 on the previous page and in
the photo to the right.

Roof fixed point design is critical to a successful design, thus, specifying loads which are required to be resisted as well
as the engineering analysis confirming the anchorage must be required by the designer. The design strength of some
fixing methods is as follows:

Condition

1/4” through bolt in #2006 clip
#14 screw through .032” ZIP-RIB
#14 screw through .040” ZIP-RIB
#14 screw through 24 GA ZIP-RIB
#14 screw through 22 GA ZIP-RIB

Design Capacity
Parallel to Roof
Slope
270 lbs. per clip
194 lbs. each
242 lbs. each
405 lbs. each
522 lbs. each

In all cases, the above values assume the lateral capacity of the fastener into the support structure is adequate. The
sliding forces generated at fixed points of roofs cannot be resisted by long fasteners in bending (e.g. bearing-plate-detail),
thus transfer of these loads to the substructure must be accommodated by other means. For reference: the NDS for Stress
Grade Lumber allows 267 lbs. snow load on a #14 screw embedded a minimum of 1.7 inches in Group II species wood.
Special anchorage devices can be designed to meet specific requirements (see section on fixed points for additional
design considerations).

Typical Force Diagram Used to Determine Loads on Fixed-Points, Snow-Guards, etc.
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If penetrations must be made on roof slopes subject to
heavy compacted snow slides, they should be as narrow as
possible and well anchored to the structure below. Ordinary
sheet metal crickets need to be reinforced to perform like a
snow plow, and there must be sufficient area around the
penetration clear of ribs so that packed snow can move
laterally to pass around the obstruction (see illustrations to
the right).
On sidewalls, deep moving snow masses can deform
vertical ribs or battens and corner trim. Vertical siding of
any type is subject to sideways scrapes, and ZIP-RIB
panels are not recommended for use on sidewalls in such
instances. Any wall projections in the flow path, such as
for chimneys, architectural features or trim, should be
considered the same as a penetration and, if possible,
avoided. Failing that, minimize necessary projections and
reinforce and provide for lateral movement of snow to clear
any obstruction.
Designers should give careful attention to the effect of snow
cascading from a roof to a lower level. Light snow can
flow like a liquid, turn corners and fill covered walkways to
block exits. Piles of snow on the ground can divert pressure
to impact on walls or windows sheltered by an overhang.
Where impact from snow can damage sheet metal profiles,
ribs can be reinforced to provide more resistance. However,
excessive heat escaping through the roof can turn a soft
mass of snow into an ice pack rigid enough to break
through ordinary roof and deck materials.

S5! Snow Fence System Retaining Snow on a ZIP-RIB Roof
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Policy Statement
Project designers (architects and engineers) are in the best position to evaluate their client's needs for cost, performance
or appearance. Frequently, optimum performance of one element will be compromised to accommodate other factors of
the design. Technical service by the manufacturers of ZIP-RIB is aimed at providing designers (architects and
engineers) with information based on prior experience of given details under similar conditions as a guide for
consideration for individual projects and leaves selection of specific details to the designer and/or owner.
ZIP-RIB is installed by independent contractors who are responsible for maintaining good workmanship on a day-today basis and for guaranteeing their own work. Contractors authorized to install ZIP-RIB panels are selected on the
basis of having the facilities and organization to execute a proper installation of ZIP-RIB in a manner consistent with
good sheet metal practice and as covered in the ZIP-RIB training sessions.
ZIP-RIB manufacturers will provide a product that meets the published tolerances and testing standards in accord
with the conditions covered in their standard product warranty which is available upon request.
In review of details or of jobs in progress, the manufacturers of the ZIP-RIB system assume no responsibility beyond
that covered in standard product warranties. Contact the ZIP-RIB manufacturers or your local representative for
sample warranties.
Information in this Design Guide is based upon established engineering principles, industry publications, research with
tests simulating field conditions and from field experience with a variety of installations. The many variables associated
with building design and local site conditions preclude absolute statements regarding performance of specific details, and
the designer (architect or engineer) is urged to consult with others having specialized experience. In presenting these
details, ZIP-RIB manufacturers are providing information only and make no warranty as to performance and accept
no liability for the application of the principles or techniques described in this manual.
The Design Guide is believed to be current with respect to information available at the time of publication. The ZIPRIB manufacturers reserve the right to make future revisions to this guide to remain current with the state-of-the-art.
Designers and installers are urged to check with the nearest manufacturer to ensure the use of the latest information.
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